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BY 
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ABSTRACT. The technique devised by Wong to derive the asymptotic expansions of 
multiple Fourier transforms by using the theory of Schwartz distributions is ex-
tended to a large class of integral transforms. The extension requires establishing a 
general procedure to extend these integral transforms to generalized functions. 
Wong's technique is then applied to some of these integral transforms to obtain their 
asymptotic expansions. This class of integral transforms encompasses, among others, 
the Laplace, the Airy, the K and the Hankel transforms. 

1. Introduction. Recently, the theory of generalized functions has been introduced 
into the field of asymptotic expansions of integral transforms; see [18, 19,6]. 

One of the advantages of this approach is to be able to interpret and to assign 
values to some divergent integrals. 

This approach goes back to Lighthill [10] who was the first to use generalized 
functions to study the asymptotic expansions of Fourier transforms. 

Borrowing Lighthill's idea, several people were able to derive asymptotic expan-
sions for other types of integral transforms such as Laplace [2], Stieltjes [11], 
Riemann-Liouville fractional integral transforms [12] and Mellin convolution of two 
algebraically dominated functions [17]. 

The use of generalized functions in the theory of asymptotic expansions has 
another advantage; that is, in some cases it can provide explicit expressions for the 
error terms in shorter and more direct ways than the classical methods [9,11]. 
However, one should not overemphasize the importance of the generalized functions 
approach since, for the most part, it is an alternative but not an exclusive technique. 

The use of generalized functions, except for the case of Fourier transform, was 
basically limited to integral transforms with exponentially decaying kernels. 

In a recent paper [18], Wong devised a new technique based on the theory of 
Schwartz distributions to provide an alternative derivation to the one given in [15] 
for the asymptotic expansions of multiple Fourier transforms. In doing that, he 
actually showed that the generalized functions method could be applied to integral 
transforms with oscillatory kernels with equal advantage to the classical methods. 

The analysis of his technique shows that the theory of Schwartz distributions and 
their Fourier transforms [14] plays a vital role in the proof. Therefore, it seems 
inevitable that extending Wong's technique to other types of integral transforms 
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requires a similar theory that would extend these different types of integral trans-
forms to generalized functions in a unified way. As far as I am aware, except of 
some earlier results obtained by Jones [22], such a theory has not been developed 
yet. 

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is twofold: 
(i) To establish a general procedure to extend certain integral transforms to 

generalized functions. 
(ii) To apply Wong's technique to these transforms in order to derive their 

asymptotic expansions. 
The class of integral transforms we shall consider contains, among others, Laplace, 

Mellin, Hankel, Stieltjes, Weierstrass, Airy and the K". transforms. 
In fact, the procedure may be applied to any integral transform of the type, 

(1.1) qJ(f)(s) = F(s) = jf(t)K(s, t) dt 
I 

where the kernel K(s, t) is an infinitely differentiable function that can be imbedded 
in some testing-function space and f = (a, b) where -00 ..;; a < b..;; 00. 

However, when we study the asymptotic expansions of some of these transforms, 
we shall restrict our investigation to the case where f = (0, (0) and to the behavior of 
qJ(f)(s) as s -> 00. 

2. Preliminaries. In this section, we introduce some of the notation and the 
terminology that will be used. 

Throughout this paper, f will denote the open interval (a, b) where - 00 ..;; a < b 
..;; 00 and coo(I) will denote the set of all infinitely differentiable functions on f. 

A conventional function (ordinary function) on f means a function whose domain 
is f and whose range is a subset of the real line or the complex plane. A generalized 
function means a functional on some testing-function space. In general, if a certain 
concept has been extended from conventional functions to generalized functions, we 
shall use the adjectives "conventional" and "generalized" to distinguish between the 
two since th~y are not always the same, e.g., conventional (generalized) derivatives 
and conventional (generalized) integral transforms, ... etc. 

A locally integrable function on f means a conventional function that is Lebesgue 
integrable on every open subinterval J of f whose closure j is contained in f. 

A countably normed space V is a topological vector space whose topology is 
generated by a countable family of separating seminorms. A countable-union space 
V is a countable union of countably normed spaces {Vn}~= 1 such that 

00 

V= U Vn ' v"Cv,,+l forn=1,2,3, ... , 
n=l 

and the topology of v" is stronger than the topology it inherits from v" + 1· The 
topology of V is the inductive limit topology [3,8]. Let V be either a countably 
normed space or a countable-union space. Let all the members of V be in coo(I). 
Consider the sequence {(Mt)}~=l in V. If the convergence of the sequence {l/>it)}~=l 
in V implies the convergence of the sequences {dkl/>n(t)/dtk}~=l; k = 0,1,2, ... , on 
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every compact subset of I, then we say that Vis a testing-function space. 
Members of the dual space V* of a testing-function space V are called generalized 

functions. A conventional function f( I) on I that satisfies the following two 
conditions is called a regular member of V*: 

(i) II f( I )cf>( I) dt exists in the Lebesgue sense for every cf> E V. 
(ii) If cf>nCt) -> 0 in Vas n -> 00, then Id(t)cf>n(t) dt -> 0 as n -> 00. 

3. Spaces of generalized functions. The procedure we shall establish here is valid 
for any interval I = (a, b); however, in most cases of interest, I will be either of the 
form (0,00) or (-00,00). 

Let K(s, t) be the kernel of the integral transform of equation (1.1). We assume 
that K(s, I) is a COO-function for (s, I) E J X I where J is an open subinterval of I. 
If s is complex, we require that Re s be in J. 

The space tf of qJ-transformable functions is defined by tf = {j(/) I the integral 
Id(t)K(s, t) dl exists and is finite for sufficiently large Re s}. 

The existence of the integral is understood to be in the following sense: 
(i) If 1= (0,00), then limc~ooIU(t)K(s, I) dl < 00. 
(ii) If 1= (-00,00), then limc~oo/~cf(/)K(s, t) dt < 00. 
Let T/(t, a, b) be a continuous function on I for some real parameters a and b such 

that T/( t, a, b) =1= 0 for any tEl. 
Let R denote a linear differential operator of the form 

(3.1) R = 00Dn'OIDn202 ... DnpOp 

where D = d/dt, the nk's are positive integers and the Ok(t)'S are COO-functions on I 
that are, together with their derivatives of all orders, never equal to zero therein. We 
define the space ea b as follows: 

The space ea b consists of all complex-valued COO-functions cf>(t) on I on which the 
functionals Yk,a,b defined by 

(3.2) Yk,a,b(cf» = SUplT/(t, a, b)Rkcf>(/) I, k = 0, 1,2 ... , 
tEl 

assume finite values. For fixed a and b, we write Yk( cf» instead of Yk,a,b( cf». If T/ 
depends only on one parameter (say a), we write ea for the underlying space. 
Clearly, ea b is a linear space under the pointwise addition of functions and 
multiplication by complex numbers. The collection {ydk'=o is a separating family of 
seminorms since each Y k (k = 1, 2, ... ) is a seminorm and Yo is a norm. We adopt the 
standard notation that t9(I) is the space of COO-functions on I provided with the 
topology induced by the seminorms. 

(3.3) Yk,K(cf» = sup I Dkcf>(t) I ' cf>(t) E coo(I), 
tEK 

where k is a nonnegative integer and K is a compact subset of I, while 6D(I) is the 
space of all COO-functions cf>(t) on I that vanish outside some compact subset of I 
(not necessarily the same subset for all of them). The topology of 6D(I) is described 
as follows: the sequence {cf>n}::"=1 converges to zero in 6D(I) if and only if all the cf>n's 
vanish outside some compact subset K of I and converge uniformly to zero together 
with all their derivatives on K. 
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The dual spaces of the spaces GD(1), ea,b and $(1) will be denoted by GD*(1), e:,b 
and $*(1) respectively. Some properties of the space ea b and its relationship with 
the spaces GD(1) and $(1) are given in the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.1. (i) ea,b is complete and therefore a Frechet space. 
(ii) GD(1) C ea,b C $(1). In fact, ea,b is dense in $(1). 
(iii) If f(t) is a locally integrable function on I such that f(t)/,q(t, a, b) is absolutely 

integrable on I, thenf(t) E e:,b and (f, q,)= fd(t)q,(t) dtfor any q, E ea,b' 
PROOF. Let (q,.}~=1 be a Cauchy sequence in ea,b and let K be an arbitrary 

compact subset of I. In view of the seminorm YI' Rlq,.(t) converges uniformly on K. 
Let Tbe a fixed point in I and let D-1 denote the integration operator 

-I it D = ···dx. 
T 

Thus, for any differentiable function get) on I, we have D-1Dg(t) = get) - geT). 
Since uniform convergence on compact sets is preserved under multiplication by 
COO-functions and under the application of D-I, it follows from the definition of R 
that 

D-n'(JOIRq,.(x) = ((JIDn2 .. . Dnp(Jp)q,.(x) + p.(x) 

converges uniformly on K, where p.(x) is a polynomial of degree less than n l with 
P.(T) = O. 

Repeating this argument yields 

(3.4) Rkq,.(X) = R-IRk+lq,.(X) + ~ a.jgj(x) 
j<a 

where a = n 1 + n 2 + ... +np' a.j are constants, g/x) are antiderivatives of C oo _ 

functions and 

(3.5) 

On observing that R-1Rk+lq,.(X) vanishes at x = Ttogether with all its derivatives of 
order less than a, one can easily see that the sum in equation (3.4) is that solution of 
the differential equation Ry = 0 whose derivatives at T of order less that a are the 
same as those of Rkq,.(x). Since Rkq,.(x) and R-1Rk+lq,.(X) converge uniformly on 
compact sets, then so does ~j<aa'jg/x). The g/x) can be chosen so that they are 
linearly independent and hence lim.~ooa.j exists and is equal to say aj [5]. Setting 
k = 0 and taking the derivative of equation (3.4), we obtain 

Dq,.(x) = [(D(J/)D-np + (J/Dl-np](Jp-~ID-np- ... ·D-n'(JOIRq,.(x) 
(3.6) + ~ a.jDg/x). 

j<a 

Since the right-hand side of equation (3.6) converges uniformly on K, it follows 
that Dq,.( x) also converges uniformly on K. By repeating this procedure, one can 
show the uniform convergence on K of the sequences {Djq,.(X)}~=I,j = 2,3, ... ,a. 
Once more, if we set k = 1 in (3.4) (the a.j are in general different constants) and 
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repeat the previous argument, we can easily show that {DjRcp.(x)}~1 converges 
uniformly on K for j = 1, 2, ... , o. From this, we obtain successively the uniform 
convergence on K of the sequences {Djcp.(x)}~1 forj = 0 + 1,0 + 2, ... ,20. 

Continuing in this fashion, we can show the uniform convergence on K of the 
sequences {Djcp.(x)}~I' j = 0, 1,2, ... , and hence the existence of a COO-function 
cp(x) on I such that 

(3.7) 
'-+00 

uniformly on any compact subset of I for j = 0, 1, 2, .... In fact, one can easily show 
now that 

(3.8) 

uniformly on compact subsets of I for any nonnegative integer k. 
Since {CP.}~=I is a Cauchy sequence in ea,b' then for any E > 0, there exists an 

N(k) such that for every P,,.,. > N(k) 

(3.9) 'Yk,a,b( CP. - CP,.) < E. 

Therefore, when,.,. ..... 00, we have 'Yk,a,b(CP. - cp) < E for all p > N(k). That is 
'Yk,a,b( CP. - cp) ..... ° as p ..... 00 for every k. Finally, there exists a constant Ck indepen-
dent of p such that Yk,a,b( CP.) < Ck. 

Therefore, by equation (3.9), we have 

'Yk,a,b(CP)";; 'Yk,a,b(CP.) + 'Yk,a,b(CP - CP.)";; Ck + E 

which implies that cP E ea,b and that finishes the proof. 
(ii) That 6D(l) is a subspace of ea b is trivial and left to the reader. By definition, 

ea,b is a subset of f9(l). Thus, what ;emains to be proved is that the topology of ea,b 
is stronger than the topology it inherits from f9(l). But this was shown in the proof 
of part (i) (see equation (3.7». That ea b is dense in f9(l) follows from the fact that 
6D(l) is dense in f9(l). ' 

(iii) Indeed, 

l(t,cp)I=/f (tCt) b)1/(t,a,b)cp(t)dt/";;'Yo,a,b(cp)f/ /(t) b)ldt< 00. 11/t,a, 11/t,a, 
Q.E.D. 

3.1. In general, 6D(l) is not dense in ea,b and counterexamples can be found in 
[21]. 

3.2. Let us assume that for a";; c and d..;; b, we have ° < 1/(t, a, b)";; 1/(t, c, d) on 
I. Then it follows that ec,d C ea,b and that convergence in ec,d implies convergence 
in ea,b' This can be seen from the relation 

'Yk,a,b( cp) = sup 11/( t, a, b )Rkcp(t) I..;; sup 11/(t, c, d)Rkcp(t) 1 = 'Yk,c,A cp). 
lEI lEI 

3.3. Let wand z be such that -00 ..;; w < z ..;; 00. Choose two monotonic sequences 
of real numbers {a.}~ I and {b.}~= I such that a • ..... w+ and b • ..... Z-. Under the same 
assumption of the preceding remark, we can define a countable-union space e(w, z) 

= u~=lea •. b; 
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One can easily verify the following: 
(i) The definition of C(w, z) is independent of the choices of {a.}~=l' {b.}~=l and 

if w"";; u, v",.;; z, then C(u, v) C C(w, z). Moreover, C(w, z) h Cw z' 

(ii) A sequence {4>.}:'= I converges in C( w, z) if and only if it converges in one of 
the spaces Ca b' In addition to that, C(w, z) is complete and so is its dual space 
C*(w, z) [21]." , 

4. Continuous operators on the dual space. Let X stand for either Ca,b or C(a, b). 
Accordingly, let Y be a countably normed space or a countable-union space. Also, 
let C£ be a continuous linear operator from X into Y. Define the adjoint operator C£* 
of C£ on the dual space y* of Y by 

(4.1) (C£*I, </»= (I, C£</» 

where 1 E Y* and </> traverses all of X. 
It is well known that C£ * is a continuous linear operator from y* into X*. In most 

cases of interest, y* will be a space of generalized functions. 
We should emphasize the fact that unlike the spaces 6j)(I) and 6)(1), the space X 

is not necessarily closed under multiplication by COO-functions. Moreover, differenti-
ation may not be a continuous operator on X. However, R is certainly a continuous 
linear operator from X into itself. For 

(4.2) "Yk(R</» = sup 1 1/(t)RkR</>(t) 1= "Yk+l(</»' 
tEl 

4.1. If I( t) is a regular member of X*, then the adjoint operator R* of R takes the 
form 

(R*I, </»= (I, R</»= f/(t)R</>(t) dt. 

In addition, if we assume that 1 E C"(I) and either/(J)(a) = 0 = 1(J)(b) for j = 
0, 1,2, ... ,a - 1 or </>(k)(a) = 0 = </>(k)(b) for k = 0, 1,2, ... and all </> in X, then 
successive integration by parts gives 

where a = n1 + n2 + ... +np • 

This suggests defining R* as the operator 

(4.3) 

where D denotes the conventional differentiation operator. This definition will also 
be used even when/(t) is an arbitrary member of X*, but in this case, D will denote 
the generalized derivative. Needless to say, the conventional and the generalized 
derivatives need not be equal. 

If Rc and Rg denote the conventional and the generalized operator R respectively, 
then in general Rc =1= R g. But under the same assumptions of remark (4.1), the 
relation Rc = Rg is valid. 
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5. Generalized integral transfonns. The extension of the classical integral trans-
forms to generalized functions has been developed by many people in the last three 
decades. See [21] for a bibliography. Unfortunately, there is no universal agreement 
on how to extend a classical integral transform to generalized functions. 

Different definitions can be used according to what properties the generalized 
transform is required to have, such as inversion formulas, uniqueness, ... etc. How-
ever, there seem to be two main techniques to achieve such an extension. In one 
technique, the kernel of the integral transform is embedded in a suitably chosen 
testing-function space, while in the other one has to find a space of COO-functions 
that is invariant under the integral transform and then apply the method of the 
adjoint that was first used by Schwartz to extend the Fourier transform to distribu-
tions. 

No matter what one's definition is, one should always try to preserve the following 
property: if l(t) is a suitably restricted conventional function for which both the 
conventional integral transform %c< I) and the generalized integral transform %i I) 
exist, then they should be equal. By a generalized integral transform we mean an 
integral transform of a generalized function. Neither the definition of a generalized 
integral transform, nor the class of generalized functions to which it can be extended 
is universal. Our definition of the generalized integral transform is by no means the 
most general, but it is general enough to cover the applications. The technique we 
shall use is similar to the one used by Zemanian for Laplace transform [20]. 

First, let us assume that the generalized function 1 belongs to at least one of the 
spaces e:,b with a < b. Then, for each such I, define Af = {CJ I there exist two real 
numbers aa and ba such that aa < CJ < ba and 1 E e:a,bJ. It is readily seen that 
(aa' ba) is contained in Af . In fact, it is not hard to see that Af is an open set 
consisting of the union of all such intervals. Let CJ) = inf A f (possibly - 00) and 
CJ2 = sup A f (possibly 00) and let Of denote the open strip {s = x + iy I CJ) < x < CJ2} 

if s is complex or the open interval (CJ), CJ2 ) if s is real. Finally, let us assume that the 
kernel K(s, t) of the integral transform % belongs to the space ea,b for s E Of' Now 
we can define the generalized integral transform % of 1 as follows: 

The generalized integral transform % of 1 is a conventional function defined on Of 
and is given by 

(5.1) %g{J){s) = Fis) = </{t), K(s, t», 

We call Of the region of definition of %if) and CJ) and CJ2 the abscissas of definition. 
5.1. If, in addition to the previous assumptions, the seminorms {yd'%'=) have the 

property that 
k 

Yk{1f;<1» = ~ lj(1f;hi<1» 
j=O 

where 1f; is a COO-function on I, <1> E ea,b and lj(t) are bounded functions of t, then 
arguments similar to those used in [20] show that 1 can be extended so that 
1 E e*(CJ), CJ2 ). Moreover,! E e*(w, z) if either w < CJ) or z > CJ2 • 

In this case, we require that K(s, t) E e(CJ), CJ2 ) for s E Of and definition (5.1) 
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remains valid. It should be borne in mind that the operator R as well as the 
seminorms {ydk'=1 are tailored in such a way that the kernel function K(s, t) is 
indeed in ea,b or in e(OI' 02)' 

5.2. If f(t) is a locally integrable function on I such that f(t)/1/(t, a, b) is 
absolutely integrable on I, then both the conventional and the generalized integral 
transforms exist and they are equal as conventional functions in Of' For, by Lemma 
3.1,f(t) defines a regular functional on ea b and hence, 

GJif){s) = (f{t), K{s, t)= jf{t)K{s, t) dt = ~(f){s) 
I 

for s E Of' 

LEMMA 5.1. Assume that 

(5.2) RtK{s, t) = p{s )K{s, t) 

where P(s) is a polynomial in sand R t means the operator R acting on K(s, t) as a 
function of t. Then, 

(i) 

(5.3) 

for any nonnegative integer k. 
(ii) IGJif)(s) I..;;; G(I s D for °1 < a";;; Re s ..;;; b < 02 where G is a polynomial that 

depends in general on a and b. In particular, if 02 = 00, then ~(f)(s) is bounded by a 
polynomial at 00. 

PROOF. (i) First, observe that R* is continuous on e*(O'I' 0'2) (see equations (4.1) 
and (4.2». Hence, 

(GJg( R; )k f )(s) = «( R;)k f{t), K{s, t)= (f{t), R~K{s, t) 

= pk{s)(f{t), K{s, t)= pk{S)GJg(f){s). 

(ii) Since f is a continuous linear functional on ea,b for any a and b such that 
0'1 < a";;; b < 0'2' then there exist a constant C and a nonnegative integer m such that 

IGJif){s) 1=1 (f{t), K{s, t)I..;;; C o~a':m Yk,a,b{K{s, t)) 

..;;;C max SUpl1/{t,a,b)RkK{s,t)1 
O<r;;k<r;;m tEl 

=C max Ipk{s)lsupl1/{t,a,b)K{s,t)1 
O<r;;k<r;;m tEl 

= C max IP{s) IkYOa b{K{s, t))..;;; G{lsl). 
O<r;;k<r;;m ' , 

Q.E.D. 
We close this section by giving some examples of integral transforms that are 

special cases of our formulation. We shall state the interval I, the functions 1/, the 
operator R and the space to which the kernel of the integral transform belongs. 

It should be pointed out that in some of these examples, the seminorms are not 
exactly the same as those used in [21] but they are equivalent to them. 
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1. (a) The two-sided Laplace transform. The conventional two-sided Laplace 
transform of f(t) is defined by 

F{s} = joo f{t}e-stdt, 
-00 

1= (-00, (0), R = dldt and 

where a and b are real numbers. 

O~t<oo, 

-00 < t < 0, 

K(s, t) = e-st E e«(1I' (12) or equivalently e-sl E ea b for any a and b such that 
(11 < a ~ Re s < b ~ (12' 

(b) The right-sided Laplace transform. This is defined by 

1= (T, (0), R = dldt, .,,(t, a) = eal for 0 ~ t < 00 and zero otherwise. e-sl E e«(1I) 

or equivalently e- st E ea for any a such that (11 < a ~ Re s. 
In both the above-mentioned cases, we have 

RtK{s, t) = de-slldt = {-s}K{s, t}. 

2. The Mellin transform. The conventional Mellin transform is defined by 

F{s} = 100 f{t}t S- 1 dt, 
o 

1= (0, (0), R = tdldt, 

0< t ~ 1, 
l<t~oo, 

for any real numbers a and b. Also, t s - I E e«(1I' (12) or equivalently t s - I E ea,b for 
any a and b such that (11 < a ~ Re s ~ b < (12' 

Finally, RK(s, t) = tdtS-lldt = (s - l)ts- I • 

3. The Stieltjes transform. The conventional Stieltjes transform is defined by 

F{s) = 100 f{t} dt, 
o s + t 

1= (0, (0), R = tdldt, 

{ t a+ 1/2 
.,,{t, a, b} = t HI/2 

and (s + t)-I E ea b for a> -1 and b < 1· 

O<s<oo, 

forO < t < 1, 
for 1 ~ t < 00, 
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4. The Weierstrass transform. The conventional Weierstrass transform of f(t) is 
defined by 

1= (-00,00), R = d/dt, 

( ) _ {exp(t 2/4 - at/2), -00 < t < 0, 
11 t,a,b - ( 

exp t 2/4 - bt/2), 00;;;; t < 00, 

and exp[-(s - t)2/4] E e(O"p 0"2) or equivalently exp[-(s - t)2/4] E ea b if 0"1 < a 
0;;;; Re s 0;;;; b < 0"2' 

Moreover, (d/dt) exp[-(s - t)2/4] = «s - t)/2) exp[-(s - t)2/4]. 
5. The Airy transform. The conventional Airy transform is defined by 

F(s) = {Xl Ai(st)f(t) dt, 0 < s < 00, 

where Ai(x) is the Airy function defined by (see [13]) 

Ai(x) = 1.100 cos(I/3t3 + xt) dt. 
'TT 0 

The space ea•b of this transform has not been explicitly discussed in the literature. 
However it is not hard to see that 1= (0 00) R = Id 2/dt 2 'n(t a) = e2/3at3/2 , " t , "' , , 

Ai(st) E e(O",) if s > a > 0"1 and RAi(st) = S3 Ai(st). 
6. The Hankel transform. The Hankel transform off(t) is defined by 

F( s) = 1000 f( t)(si J",( st) dt, 0 < s < 00, 

whereJ",(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind and order p" I = (0,00), 

R = r",-1/2!!t2",+I!!r",-1/2 = ~ _ (p,2 - 1/4) 
dt dt dt 2 t 2 ' 

11(t, a, p,) = e-atrrl/2 where a is a positive real number and p, > - 1. 
We have {iiJ,.(st) E ea,,,, for any positive number a and p, > - 1. Moreover, 

R{ii J",(st) = -s2{ii J,.(st). 
7. The K transform. The conventional K transform is defined by 

F(s) = 1°Of(t){siK",(st)dt 
o 

where K,.(t) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind and order p" 

1= (0, (0), 

and h(t) = {In t, 
-1, 

0< t <~, 
~o;;;;t<oo. 
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For every fixed s (s =1= 0) we have Iii Kist) E ea,,, and Rlii Kist) = s21ii K,,(st). 

6. Asymptotic expansions. The formulation of the generalized integral transforms 
outlined in the preceding section together with the technique devised by Wong [18] 
for the Fourier transform will now be combined to derive asymptotic expansions for 
some other integral transforms. 

In what follows, we shall be concerned primarily with a class of integral trans-
forms called the class of h transforms. This class was studied in great depth and was 
given its name by Bleistein and Handelsman [1]. 

An integral transform is called an h transform if its kernel function K(s, t) is of 
the form K(st), i.e. 

iff(f){s) = fj{t)K{st) dt. 

Since we are interested in the behavior of iff(f)(s) as s -> 00, it is very reasonable 
to assume that 02 = 00 so that ~f is of the form {s 1 Re s > o\} if s is complex or of 
the form ( 0\, 00) if s is real. Throughout this section, we assume that I = (0, 00) and 
the kernel K(st) satisfies the following conditions: 

(A\) K(st) is in some testing function space e( 0\) for some real number 0\. 

(A 2 ) RK(st) = P(s)K(st) where R is a differential operator of the form (3.1) and 
P( s) is a polynomial in s of degree y ~ 1 and does not have any zeros in Re s ~ O. 

(A3) K(O) is finite and K(s) -> 0 as s -> 00 in 0..;1 arg s 1 < I. 
Furthermore, we shall assume that 
(B\) t/1 (/3 > -1) is in the space E*(o\) defined below. 
(B2 ) R*t/1 = O(l/1-y) as t -> 0 + . 
(B3) ('I/(t, a, b)t\ is bounded in (0,10] for some 10 > O . 

....-.... --Finally, let us define the space e *( 0\) as follows: fEe *( 0\) if and only if 
(i) f is locally integrable on (0, 00) and fEe *( 0\). 

(ii) f has a conventional iff-transform iffC< f)( s) that converges uniformly for 
sufficiently large s. 

(iii) iffC< f) = iffi f)· __ 
Certainly, if f( t) satisfies the assumptions of remark 5.2, it must belong to e *( 0\). 

THEOREM 6.1. Let f(t) be a function of the positive real variable t satisfying the 
following conditions: 

(C\)As t -> 0 + 

( 6.1) 
00 

f{t) ~ ~ akt(k+>..-a)/a 
k=O 

where A> 0 and a> O. Moreover, the expansion (6.1) is ym-times differentiable where 
m is a nonnegative integer. 

(C2 ) (R~)jfis a member of the space E*(o\) for j = 0, 1,2, ... ,yo Let n be a positive 
integer satisfying 

(6.2) ym < (n + A)/a"; ym + 1. 
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Then, for sufficiently large s we have 
n-' 

(6.3) qr,,(f)(s) = l°Of(t)K(st) dt = ~ akqr,,(t(kH-a)/a)(s) + l)m,n(s) 
o k=O 

where l)m,n(s) = 0(1 s I-ym) as s -> 00, where s -> 00 in the sector 00;;;; I arg s I < ~. 

PROOF. First of all, note that the integral in (6.3) exists because of (C2 ) (at least 
for Re s > 0,). Set 

n-' 
(6.4) f(t) = ~ akt(k+>..-a)/a + q,n(t) forn = 1,2, .... 

k=O 
Because of (C2 ) and (B), it follows that each function in equation (6.4) defines a 

generalized function on e ( ° , ). 
Taking the generalized 'F transform of both sides of (6.4) yields 

n-' 
(6.5) ~(f)(s) = ~ ak'Fit(k+>..-a)/a)(s) + 'Fg(q,n)(s). 

k=O 
The operator R* is continuous on e*(o,); hence by Lemma 5.1 we have 

(6.6) ~(q,n)(s) = p}(s) 'Fg(R;mq,n)(s). 

From equation (6.4), (C) and (~), we obtain that 

(6.7) (R~)}q,n(t) = O(t(nH-a)/a- y}) as t -> 0 + , for} = 0, I, ... ,m. 

With the aid of equation (6.7), (A3) and remark 4.1 one can easily show that 

(6.8) 'Fg(R;mq,n) = ~(R~mq,n)' 
Therefore, throughout the rest of the proof, we shall drop the subscript. Thus, 

(6.6) becomes 

(6.9) 

Upon inserting (6.9) into (6.5) using (C2 ) and (B) we get 
n-' 

(6.10) qr,,(f)(s) = l°Of(t)K(st) dt = ~ ak'Fc(t(k->..-a)/a)(s) + l)m,n(s) 
o k=O 

wherel)mjs) = (pm(s)t''FiR*mq,n)(s). 
Since each term in (6.10) defines a continuous function in some half-plane of the 

form Re s > d for some d > 0 (see also (A 2», it follows that (6.10) holds not only in 
the sense of generalized functions, but also as conventional functions. 

Since the degree of P(s) is y, the proof will be completed if we can show that 
'FiR*mq,n)(s) -> 0 as s -> 00. ..-..... 

It suffices to show that R*mq,n is in e *( 0,). For in this case, we shall have 

'Fg(R*mq,n)(s) = qr,,(R*mq,n)(s) = foooR*mq,n(t)K(St) dt 

where the integral converges uniformly for sufficiently large s. Thus, for any E > 0, 
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there exist So and c > 0 such that 1 gOR*mq,n(t)K(st) dt 1 < £/2 for all s > So > O. 
On the other hand, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and the fact 

that K(st) ~ 0 as s ~ 00, we have 

IfoCR*mq,n(t )K(st) dtl < £/2 for sufficiently large s . 

.......... 
Now, to show that R*mq,n is in e*(ol)' we write 

R*mq,n(t) = R*mq,n(t)X(Oll + R*mq,n(t)Xlf,CO) = gl(t) + git) 

for some £ > 0, where X is the characteristic function of the indicated interval. 
Applying R*m to (6.4), using (C2 ) and (B1), one can show that g2(t) is indeed in -e*(ol)' 
As for gl(t), we have 

I loco gl{t ) 1/1 ( t) dtl = I {R* mq,n ( t ) 1/1 ( t) dtl = I{ R*;r;i t ) 1/(t )1/I(t) dtl 

£1 R*mcp (t) 1 ";;;'Yo(1/I)fo 1/(tn) dt<oo forany1/l(t) Ee(ol)' 

The last inequality follows from (6.7) (for j = m) and (B3)' Thus, gl(t) is also in -e*(ol) and consequently so is R*mq,n' Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 6.1 (LAPLACE TRANSFORM). Let f(t) satisfy conditions (C 1) and (C2) 
where e( ( 1) is defined in Example l(b) of §5. 

Let n be a positive integer satisfying m < (n + A) / a ,,;;;, m + 1. 
Then for sufficiently large s, we have 

00 n-\ (k + A) a 1 f( t )e-st dt = ~ r -- (k+~)/a + 8m ,n( s) 
o k=O a s 

where 8m,n(s) = 0(1 s I-m) as s ~ 00 (see [13]). 

COROLLARY 6.2 (THE AIRY TRANSFORM). Let f(t) satisfy conditions (C 1) and (C2) 
where e( 0 I) is defined in Example 5 of §5. Let n be a positive integer satisfying 
3m < (n + A)/a ,,;;;, 3m + 1. 

Then, for sufficiently large s, we have 

00 n-\ a 3(2(k+>.)/3a)-7/6 (k + A) (k + A + a) 
fo f(t)Ai{st) dt = k;O k 2'1Ts(kH)/a r ~ r 3a + 8m,n{s) 

where 8m,n(s) = 0(1 s r3m ) as s ~ 00 (see [1]). 

COROLLARY 6.3 (THE K,. TRANSFORM, p.;;;. - D. Let f(t) satisfy (C 1) and (C2) with 
a= landA+1 >p.. 

Let n be a positive integer satisfying 

(6.11) 2m < !' + A - p. + 1 ,,;;;, 2m + 1. 
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Then,for sufficiently large s, we have 

{Xl f(t){si K,.(st) dt 

n-I 
= ~ 2kH.-3/2r(k+A+P.+1/2)r(k+A-p.+1/2)~+8 () 

"" 2 2 (k+X) m,n S k=O s 
where 8m ,n(s) = 0(1 S I-2m) as s ~ 00 (see [1]). 

Note that condition (B3) is violated, i.e., 1I(t)-1 = r"+ 1/2 is not necessarily 
bounded in a neighborhood of zero. Nevertheless, the proof remains valid if n 
satisfies (6.11) instead of (6.2). 

7. The Hankel transform. Wong's definition of the Hankel transform [16] is 
slightly different from Zemanian's [21]. However, the latter seems more appropriate 
for our purpose and we shall adopt it. 

Unless otherwise stated, the space ea,,. will stand for the space ea ,,. of Example 6; 
p. will be restricted so that p.;;;' - ! and s will be a nonnegative real number. 

It should be emphasized that the technique we used for the K,. transform is no 
longer applicable because conditions (A3) and (B1) are violated. 

Although Zemanian has given two different definitions of the generalized Hankel 
transform (cf. [7] and [21]) neither one seems very suitable for our use. His definition 
in [7] does not admit a generalized Hankel transform for the function t n (n > 0) and 
even though his definition in [21] admits such a transform, it does not lead directly 
to the results obtained by Wong [16]. Therefore, we shall construct a new testing-
function space that will enable us to define a generalized Hankel transform for 
t n H.-1, for any nonnegative integer n and any A such that Re(A + 1/2 + p.) > 0, 
that will agree with Wong's results. 

Let us introduce the space S,. as follows: 
A function cp( t) is in S,. if and only if it is a Coo -function on I = (0, 00) and for 

each pair of nonnegative integers m and k 

Y::',k(CP) = sup I t m (tD)kr "-1/2cp(t) 1< 00. 
tEl 

S,. is a linear space and {Y::',d:,k=O is a countable family of separating seminorms. 
We list some properties of the space S,. and refer the reader to [21] for the proofs. 
(1) If cp(t) E SI£' then cp(t) = 0(tl£+I/2) as t ~ 0 + and, for each nonnegative 

integer k, Dkcp(t) tends to zero faster than any power of + as t ~ 00. 

(2) SI£ is a Frechet space. 
(3) If q is an even integer, then SI£+q C SI£ and the topology of S,.+q is stronger 

than the topology induced on it by S,.. 
(4) For p. ;;;. - t the conventional Hankel transform is an automorphism on S,.. 
(5) The operator R = d 2/dt 2 - (4p.2 - 1)/4t 2 is continuous on S!£, 
Now define the space SI£ by SI£ = U;=OSI£+2q' The topology of S,. is the projective 

limit topology [8], i.e. the weakest topology on S,. for which all the mappings 
SI£ -+ SI£+2q are continuous. The following properties of S,. can be easily proved: 

(1) If cp(t) E SI£, then cp(t) = 0(tl£+2q) as t -+ 0 + for any nonnegative integer q 
and Dqcp(t) tends to zero faster than any power of + as t -+ 00. 
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(2) SIL is a Frechet space. 
(3) For J.L ;;;. - 1:, the conventional Hankel transform is an automorphism on SIL. 
(4) The operator R is continuous on SIL. 
(5) The function t n is in the dual space (SIL)* of SIL for any integer n. 
We define the generalized Hankel transform ~g for any member f of the space 

(SIL)* by the formula 

(~/f),CP)= U'~c(cp) 

where f E (SIL)* and cP traverses SIL. 
7.1. This definition makes sense since ~ is an automorphism on SIL and from this 

it follows also that ~g is an automorphism on (SIL)*. Moreover, this definition agrees 
with our previous definition of the generalized Hankel transform as an application 
of the generalized function f to the kernel function Iii Ji st) whenever fEe :.IL' i.e. « f( t), Iii JIL(st», CP(s» = (~i f)(s), CP(s» = U( t), ~/ CP)( t» for all CP(s) E SIL. 

This can be seen from the fact that e:,IL C (SIL)* C (SIL)* and from Theorem 3 in 
[7]. 

7.2. If f(t) is a locally integrable function on (0, 00) such that f E Ll( €, 00) for any 
€ > 0 and f(t) = O(t-IL-l/2-a) as t -> 0 + for a < 1, then it is easy to see that 
f f£ e:,IL butf E (SIL)* and thatfhas a conventional Hankel transform ~(f) that is 
equal to ~i f) as functionals on SIL. 

For 

(~g(f), cp)= U, ~J cp )= LX) f(t) 100 cp(s)(si JIL(st) ds dt 
o 0 

= 1 OO cp(s)l OO f(t){siJIL(st)dtds= 100~Jf)(s)CP(s)ds 
o 0 0 

= (~(f), cp) for all cp E SIL. 

Interchanging the integrals is permissible by Fubini's theorem. 
7.3. In addition to that, if both ~(f)(s) and ~(f)(s) define continuous functions 

in some subinterval J of Qj = (a l' 00), then they must be equal as functions on J. 
This follows from the fact that GD(I) C ea'IL and from standard arguments in the 
theory of generalized functions [3]. 

An important subspace of (SIL)* is the space~. This space plays the same role 
-----as the space e: b of §6 and is defined analogously. 

Now we are able to define the Hankel transform of the functions (13- 1 for 
Re(fi + J.L + 1/2) > O. 

~ 
LEMMA 7.1. (1)lf Un} is a sequence- in (SIL)* that converges to zero in (SIL)*, then 

limn_oo~(fn) = limn_oo~ifn) = 0 in the sense Of(SIL)*. 
(2) The sequence {e -1)'/'t 13 - 1} converges to t 13 - 1 in the sense of (SIL)* as 1/ -> O. 

(3) 
lim~g(e-1)2/'tP-l) = liml°Oe-1)2/'t13-1{siJ/st)dt 
1/-0 1)-0 0 

r(Q + ~ + 1)2 13 - 1/ 2 _ ~ (t P- 1) _ 2 2 4 

g r(1 - ~ + *)s13 

where the convergence is understood to be in the sense of (SIL)*. 
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PROOF. (1) Since 'lfg is an automorphism on (S"')*, the result follows immediately. 
(2) For any </>(t) E S"', we have 1000 I tfl-I</>(t) I dt < 00. Hence, by the Lebesgue 

dominated convergence theorem, it follows that 

lim ( e-'I2
/

2t fl - l , </>( t» - (t fl - I, </>( t») = lim 100 (1 - e-'I2
/

2 )t fl - l</> dt = O. 
'1-0 '1- 0 0 

~ 
(3) The sequence {e-'I 2 / 2t fl - l } is in (S"')*. Therefore, 

lim 'lfg ( e-'I2 / 2t fl - l }(s) = lim (e-'I2 / 2t fl - l , (si J,..( st» 
'1-0 '1-0 

r(! + I + t)2fl - I/ 2 = lim 100 e-'I2 / 2t fl - l {si J,..(st) dt = --'--=-:--=:-~--:--:--
'1-0 0 r(I - ! + l)sfl 

= 'lfg(tfl-I)(s). 

The second equality from the right follows from Lemma 1 in [16]. Clearly, the 
definition of 'lfitfl-I) is independent of the representative sequence {e-'I2 / 2t fl - l } by 
part (1). 

THEOREM 7.1. Let f( t) be defined on (0, 00) and satisfy the following conditions: 
(D1)As t ..... 0 + 

00 

(7.1) f(t) ~ ~ aktkH- 1 
k=O 

where ao =1= 0, Re(A + p, + 1/2) > 0 and p,;;;' O. Moreover, the expansion in (7.1) is 
2m-times differentiable where m is a nonnegative integer satisfying 2m;;;' Re(A + 1/2). 

(D2 ) Rif(t) is continous and belongs to tn for j = 0, 1, ... ,m. 
Let n be a positive integer such that 

(7.2) 2m - Re(A + 1/2) < n Eo;; 2m - Re(A - 1/2). 
Then, for sufficiently large s, we have 

~(J)(s) = 1°Of(t){siJ,..(st) dt 
o 

(7.3) 
n-I reek + A + p,)/2 + 1/4)2kH- 1/ 2 
=~a +15 (s) 

k~O k r«p, - k - A)/2 + 3/4)sk+X m.n 

where c5m •n(s) = 0(I/s2m-I/2) as s ..... 00. 

PROOF. For each n > 0, set 
n-I 

(7.4) f(t) = ~ aktk+X-1 + </>n(t), O<t<oo. 
k=O 

Since each term in (7.4) defines a functional on S"', then taking the generalized 
Hankel transform of both sides of (7.4) yields 

'If/ f)( s) = fooo f( t)(si J,..(st) dt 

(7.5) 
n-I reek + A + p,)/2 + 1/4)2kH- 1/ 2 

= ~ a + 'If ("'- )(s) 
k~O k r«p, - k - A)/2 + 3/4)sk+X g "'n . 
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The first equality follows from (Dz) and the second from Lemma 7.1. 
Since R is selfadjoint and continuous on S", we have by Lemma 5.1 that 

(7.6) 

Upon inserting (7.6) in (7.5) one gets 
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00 n~1 f((k + A + p.)/2 + 1/4)2kH-ljZ 
(7.7) 1 f(t){siJ/st)dt= ~ ak ( ) kH +c5m.n(s) 

o k=O f (p. - k - A)/2 + 3/4 s 

where 

(7.8) 

But from equations (7.1) and (7.4), we obtain 

(7.9) Ricpn(t) = O(tnH-I-Zi) as t ---> 0 + 
forj = 0, 1, ... ,m. Once more, remark 4.1 and equation (7.9) show that iffiR;CPn) = 
iffiR';'CPn)' The subscript will be discarded in the remaining part of the proof. 

It is easy to see that there are constants Ck , k = 0, l, ... ,n - 1, such that 
n~1 

(7.10) Rmcpn(t) = Rmf(t) - ~ Cktk+A-I-Zm. 
k=O 

Then, according to (Dz), (7.2) and (7.10), we have 

jooIRmcpn(t){siJ,,(st)ldt < 00. 
f 

We now turn to equation (7.9) and putj = m. This, together with equation (7.2) 
and (Dz), shows that 

{IRmcpn( t){si J,,( st )Idt < 00. 

/'--..... . In fact, the same argument shows that Rmcpn E (S")*. Therefore, equatIOn (7.8) 
becomes 

Now it is clear that every term in (7.7) defines a continuous function (at least for 
sufficiently large s). Thus, by remark 7.3, it follows that equation (7.7) holds not 
only in the sense of generalized functions, e.g. in (S")*, but also as conventional 
functions. 

Finally, the same argument used by Wong [16, §4] shows that 

lOORmcpn(t){tJ,,(st)dt--->O ass---> 00. 
o 

Hence, by equation (7.11), we obtain 

c5m,n(s) = o( sZm~ljz) as s ---> 00. 

Q.E.D. 
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In proving Theorem 7.1 we tried to adhere to the general procedure outlined in the 
previous sections. But as a result of that, Theorem 7.1 is not stated as generally as it 
could be. The restriction p. ;;;. 0 can be relaxed to p.;;;. - t and condition (D2 ) can be 
weakened to condition (iii) of §4 in [19], if one us~ the operator 

d M =x-I'- x l' 
I' dx 

instead of the operator R. 
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